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INTRODUCTION

' During the school year, 1964-1965, the School Mathematics Study Group

conducted a pilot program on mathematics learning of culturally disadventaged

children. /In the sense that the same kinds of problems and population were

involved, the study reported here is a follow-up study in 1965-1966 of the

pilot program. However, only a few students being followed were the same in

both years. qn the pilot program, the School Mathematics Study Group was

interested in determining the effectiveness of existing SMSG materials in

developing "materials for teachers emphasizing techniques for providing dis-

advantaged children with experiences necessary for the formation of fundamental

concepts of arithmetic.
ul Determining the effectiveness of the SMSG materials

led to curriculum comparison for this population, and some preliminary findings

fram such comparisons were contained in a previous report,
2

together with a

more detailed statement of the purpose of the-study, and procedures which

have been utilized.

ye In the follow-up project, the SIEG was concerned with yet another

problem. Since-these were to be pilot programs, it seemed pertinent to ask

about the kinds of statistical inferences that one might be able to gather-

fram data, and perhaps incorporate the seme kind of determination'in future

experimental designs. Answers to such questions were partioularly relevant

since, relatively speaking, the sample size obtainable for a study might not

be so large that minor ripples in the,sea of data would not show up as major

disturbances; moreover, one cannot afford to introduce additional ripples

in such a sea through careless treetment of statistics. Mindful of such

possibilities, we intend to be more conservative in our interpretation of

the data on these pages.

Experimental Centers

In the first year of the pilot program, classrooms located in Boston,

Chicago, Detroit, Miami, Cekland (California), and Wshington, D. C.

1. Recommendation of SMSG Ad Hoc Committee on. BeRmT Average Achievers.

2. SMSG Reports, No. 2: The Special Curriculum Project: Pilot Program

on Mathematics Learning of Culturalli Disadvantaged Primary Chi1dren,

Stanford, 1966.
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participated in the study. Consultancy support, textbooki, and manipulative

materials were provided the classroom teachers in each center. All the

teachers, center coordinators, and consultants met members of the ismsG

headquarters staff in plenary sessions four times during the year to discuss

progress, report difficulties, and to recommend modificatims of the existing

SMSG text materials so that they can address themselves to this pcpulation.

In the second year, two centers did nct continue with the study because

their center coordinators were on leaves of absence from their respective

positions to engage in their own writing or.research projects. However,

three new centers joined the study at this time. These new centers were

located in Austin (Texas), Charleston (West Virginia), and Chula Vista

(California). The classes in the Austin center were located in Round Rock,

approximately 20 miles from Amstin. In Charleston, the West Virginia State

Department of Education solicited the cooperation of two neighboring cities:

Glen White, a suburb of Beckley; and London, a community which has felt the

impact of the depressed Appalachia. Chula Vista is a suburb of San Diego

(California); here, a characteristic problem of the disadvantaged is concerned

with English as the second language, the first being Spanish.

In addition to these changes, the centers in Oakland and Washington,

D. C. expanded. The nutber of new classes in Oakland included 25 kinder-

garten and 27 first grade classes. The number of kindergarten classes in

Whshington was 27 and the first grade classes in this center nuMbered 54.

Altogether, more than 150 classes were involved in the second,year stuAv; of

these, 143-were new to the prject. Since many of the continuing classes

became statistically contaminated by a variety of factors--including some-

times, entire reshuffling of the class--attention in this report is concen-

trated on the new classes in the study.

Ancillary Services

In line with the procedure established in the first year study,

administrative and subject-matter supports were provided in the second year

for each experimental center throUgh the'staffing of center coordinators and

mathematics consultants. For the large centers (Oakland and Whshington),

Consultancy took the form of inservice meetings in order that the,teachers

can be ensured of regular assistance. Each inservice class was designed to

offer two kinds of help: pedagogical and mathematical. For this reasonl,

two instructors were assigned to each inservice class: one to define the



mathematical concePts, and one to suggest ways of translating these ideas

into meaningful terms for these children. In anticipation of this phase of

the project, an inservice textbook was written especially *for these courses

during the summer of 1965. Here, too, attention was paid to the problem of

making the mathematics and the mathematical activities meaningful for these

childron. Locations of the topics as they are developed in the SMSG

elementary mathematics program were identified to reveal their schedule. of

appearance, giving an indication of the role each concept plays in the:,

curriculum. In the inservice text are also included possible -s.uggestions

for presenting some of these topics,

Beyond such ancillary services, arrangements were made at the request

of the District of COlumbia Public Schools to provide a teacher speCialist

for the experimental center there. These extra services were furnished with "

the hope that teachers in so large -co. school district might have mathematical'

and pedagogical diipports that at least appioximate better the supplementaf-

attention that thnaller districts might give to their teachers because their

supervisors are more able to meet with"the teachers from the stand.poirit of

time comthitment.

,Testing Program

A testing program was instituted in order to obtain objective data by

which various, comparisons might be made. Phykicalaimitations and statisti-

cal considerations motivated an evaluation using five children per class as
,

class samples for the large centers, Oakland and Washington. Thus for-these

centers, the class was taken as a unit', with each statistic being 'the

corresponding mean derived from the scores of the five Children. This tieat-
.

merit reduced drastically tne size of the population satple, but It had the'

advantage of increased stability in Measures as well-as increased reliability.

The testing program consisted of both an individual assessment and a

group test using,paper and pencil. ,However, the group test was not adminis-
,

tered as a pretest to the entering kindergarten children as they were not

considered rea4dy for paper and pencil work at the time. Therefore, in

comparing growth, we have only the results, of the individual assessments at

our disposal. Prior to administration sof these.individual tests, testers

for. each center were briefed in order to gain uniformity in test :administra-

tion.

3



Pretests and posttests were developed for each of three groups of

children:

(I) those in kindergarten in.Chula Vista;

(2) those in kindergarten in Oakland and Washington;

(3) all children in first grade.

Thus, six basic tests were developed. These tests were revisions of

corresponding tests given in the first year study. Items such as those on

ability to recognize objects or drawings appearing in the first year study

were deleted from most of the forms the following year since their results

had not been shown to have much promise in the pest. The,exception was in

the paetest for the Chula Vista kindergarten children. Here, these items

were retained on the basis that the items might give some clues on the ability

of these children to name objects in drawings,or objects in the form of mndels

such ais plastic horses, ceramic dogs, and so on, Even for this population

which regards English as a second language, the items did not prove dis-
,

criminating enough (for example, in °Neat Recognition, out of 22 objects,

the average number correctly named was almost 19; in Drawing Recognition,

out of 7 drawings, the average number correctly named was approximately six

and one half). The results obtained from the second year study indicated

that most of the items that had been deleted from all assessments except-

those for the ChUa Vista kindergarten children (for example, Matching Colors),

could have been dispensed with equally well from the Chula Vista tests.
-

Aside fram tie six basic forms nentioned above, one other test form was

printed, This was one in which the items in the kindergarten test were re-

arranged in sequence in order to determine whether order of presenting the

items might significantly influence the results. The results of this sUb-

study will be reported also on these pages. A schedule or assessments showing

wtether an item was included in the pretest in September 1965 or in the

posttest in May 1966 (or in both) is given in Table 1. Although the same

item might have been listed for both the kindergarten and first grade groups,

the items often vary in degree of difficulty. This same kind ofivariation

obtains occasionally between pretest and posttest iteMs. It is due to such

variations that particular caution must be exercised in reading the data.

The same score attained for the item does not necessarily show a static

situation. If the assessment in the'postteSt demands greater dePthin ühdei-

standing, for example, improvement might have occurred even though the score

4



Table I
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in the posttest was the same as the score in the pTetest. Oft the other hand,

if the posttest contains more subentries allaying for possibility of a

higher score measuring the same degree of competence, a higher score in the

posttest might be expected for equivalence in measure of the item. To'

-help with interpretation of the data, we shall mention, when it seems war-

ranted in our discussion, whether Changes do occur in the assessments.

The nature of the testing paogram then is_suCh that growth cannot always.

be mad from raw scores. This creates a problem in that any attempt to pre-
_

,

sent the data entirely from the standpoint of signifiCance of differences'

between raw data for pretest and posttest measures is likely_to,be distorted

in interpretation. Since the treatment groups differed on measures of initial

level of achievement, a covariance technique was used-to give estimates of

what various mean scores in the posttests would have been had'the groups been"

comparable on the pretests. It is the difference in adjustdd'meanS. between

the experimental and comparison classes thus dbtained that is tested for

significance for selected criterion variables.



INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENTS

Vlsual Recognitian3

An assessment relating to Visual Recognition was given to only one group

of children; namely, the kindergarten children in Chula Vista. The taskwas

to identify, by naming, various objects or representations of objects, ac-

cording to two modes of testing. In Object Recognition, concrete raastic

models or actual objects (if feasible) were shown for identification by :the

child. In Picture Recognition, the same requirement was made, referring tai

ttme to line drawings printed an cards: Objects used in each case, and the

order of presentation were as listed. below:

Objects: truck, chair, button, penny, orange, dog, box car, nickel,
_

pencil, key, apple, cat, clock, rubber.bands,, book, dime;

banana, horse; string, crayonl caw.

Pictures: book, cat, dog, apple, money, car, clock.

For Object Recognition, with a sample porulation ct 117, the scores

'ranged from a law of one person identifying correctly only 12 dbjects to

three persons identifying correctly all 22. -For the same population, in

Picture Recognition, the range eatended fram a law of one person identify-

ing correctly only 3 pictures to a high of 69 persons identifying all 7

pictures. The mean and stgma of each of these assesaments are summarized ta

in the table below.

Table 2

VISUAL RECOGNITION

Number, of

SubiteMs*
Range Mean Sigma

Object Recognition -22 12 - 22 18.607 2.080

Picture Recognition 7 3 - 7 6.470 0.761_

3.:For ppecific instructions, see page 49.
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The results seen to indicate that even for this group of children

having English regarded as a second language, the task given was relatively

easy. The large number of children (69 out of 117, or about 59 O/0) correctly

identifying all 7 pictures apparently indicated a weakness in this assessment

in that the ceiling had been placed too law to be sufficiently discriminating.

Apart from this observation, no other attempt is made to interpret these

results since no comparism was made with any other group in the study; nor

was the iten repeated in the posttest.

Visiva1 Memory4

As was:the case for Visual Recognition, assessment for Visual Memory was

also approached via subtests using objects and using pictures. In,each case,

an original set of 6bjects was displayed momentarily. The child next closed'

his eyes, and during that interval, ancther set was exchanged for the "original.

This set differed fiam the original in that one of the object8 had been re-

maved. The child vas given three opportunities to recall the object that bad

been removed; if tmsuccessfull he againelosed his eyes, and.--during_this

interval, a new set was presented. The "new set" consisted of objects all

different_from those in the original set with one exception: the object that

had been previously removed was restored in this reconstrmted set. Thus

the child who might have missed through direct recalls in three attempts,

would still have an opportunity to recall at this stage through recognition.

In the portion of the tests where objeats were used td Construct the

sets, the tasks for bath pretests and posttests were designed to'be tamparSble.

A few cbjects used in the pretest had to be replaced by other objects in the

posttest because of inability in finding duplicate items in the quantity

needed for the test kits. In the case of Visual Memory (Pictures), hawever,

the pictures presented were exactly the same, although there were slight

changes In the orde7 of presenting each set of pictures. In other ycrds, the

pretest and posttest measures weTe intended to be comparable.

Visual Memory was not one of the criterion variables selected for test

of significance since this selection was based on various mathematical

abilities. It was involved as one of the cavariates on tle basis that many

claims have been proposed for the contribution of this task (visual memory)

4. For specific instructiorm and list of materials, see page 50.

8
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to other abilities, such as the ability to identify nuMber sydbols,-, to name,

symbols by holding images in the mind, and so on. Whether such Contribution-

bears out for various assessments in our experience will be mentiOned 'as we

discuss each assessment treated as a dependent-variable. The tables below

mereW show some of the resuA's obtained in-our testing program:Without

attempt at analyzing these results.

'Table 3

VISUAL MEMORY - OBJECTS

Kindergarten First Grade

Initial Final Initial Tinal

Sample N 272 195 -3 8

Mean 3. 19 3.845 g
A

:034

Median 3.047 3.414

.

0
o

3.768

Sigma _
1.125 _1.090

ri
b0

Cd -Pri 0 0. 8014-

Range: Mini - Max. 0 - 5

43 -. >
ri vi 1 -

Maximum Possible 5 5 ,-

Table 4

VISUAL MEMORY - PICTURES

.

Kindergarten
.

. First Grade

Init ial Final Initial Final .

Sample N 266 189 458 389

Memn 1.619 1.873 1.746 1.980.

Median 0.769, 1.167 1.049 1.581

Sigma , 1.125
,

1.194 1.191 1.076

Range: Min. - Max. 0 - 4 0 - 4 0 - 4 0 - 4

Maxim= Possible 4 4



Color Inventory5

Inventory to determine ability to discriminate colors was given in all

the tests on two levels: to select from an array of cards, one printed in a

given color, and to name the color of a designated card. In addition to

these tasks of "Identifying Colors" and "Naming Colors", kindergarten children

in Chula Vista were given the task of "Matching Colors". The colors involved

and their order of presentation for each assessment were identical for both

pretests and posttests, and identical in all forms of the kindergarten and

first grade inventories. The following display shows the order of presenta-

tion:

Matching: green, blue, orange, brown, red; yellow.

orange, blue red, black, brown, yellow; green.

Identifying: red, brown, green, orange, yellow, blue.

The decision to include "Matching Colors " for Chula Vista was based on the

assumption that here, the scores attained for both the Identifying_and Naming

portions of the test mdght not truly reflect the child's ability to discrimi-

nate colors. It might be simply that he did not know the English names for

the colors. The results of the testing seemed to support this conjecture,

as is indicated in Table 5.

Table 5

INITIAL CC1OR INVENTORY IN ONE CENTER: ICENDERGARTEN

Matching Naming Identifying

Sample N ,116 116 117

Mean 5.819 4.940 4.547

Median 5.426 5.450 5.114

Sigma 0,569 2.382 1.963

Range: Min. - Nhx. 2 - 6 0 - 7 0 - 6

Maximum Possible 6

5. For specific instructions, see page-53.
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In increasing order of difficulty, the tasks may ,be listed: Matdhing,

Identifying, Naming. However, the order presented in the testing was sUch

that Naming preceded Identifying since otherwise the results for Naming would

have been invalidated. In reading the above table, one should keep in mind

that the scales were not always the same fran task to task. For example, in

Matching: a mean of 5.819 represents approximately 97 0/0 of

the 6 colors presented;

Naminf a mean of 4.940 represents approximately 71 0/0 of

the 7 colors presented;

Identifying: a mean Of 4.547 represents approximately 76 0/0 of

the 6 colors presented.

What is not shown in Table 5 hut showed up in the frevency counta is

that in:the-initial inventory, out of 6 items, 101 of,the 116 children

were able to match the colors correctly. On the other hand, two modes may

be noted in the assessment for Naming Colors. There was a small peak shawing

about 20 0/o of the children able to name only either 1 or 2 of the

colors, and a larger peak showing about 58 0/o of the dnildren able to name

6 or all 7 of the colors. In other words, this apparently indicated

that in our sample, a child either could,name most of the colors or could

not name most of the colota; the intermediate cases were relatively few.

t

In Naming Colors, 6 out of 116 (about 5 0/o) of the children in Chmla

Vista could not name a single color, 10 coUld name ony 1 ccaor, and 12

could name only 2 colors. Thus, approximately 24.1 0/o of the kindergarten

children in this.center could name 2 or fewer colors. Hy contrast,

approximately 8.6 O/o-of-the kindergarten children in the other centers could

name 2 or,fewer, colors. Since the English language was e-gpected to be a

barrier in this center, included in-the instructions to the testers for

Chula Vista was the suggestion that if-responses were poor, the tester might

retest each_item in Spanish. In the data summation, only the results of the

initial scoring were considered official since immediate retesting introduced

the factor Of double exposure to the items. It shoUld 'be Mentioned in pas-Sing,

however, that in scanning the results, many of the children who could not name

Asy of the colors in English could name ,every one in Spanish. This difference

in achievement could not be attributed alone to the factor of,familiarity,on

a retest, even though our study had not been designed tO look into this situa-

tion critically.

11



Color Inventory was not one of tht criterion variables selectea for test

of significance. 'However, it was involved as one ok the pOssible covariates

for a number of other variables. Therefore, no cotments beyond-Some slight

mention of general tendency will accompany the display of results obtained

in our testing at this time.

Table-6

NAMMG COLORS

Kindergart( First Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

Sample N 268 196 :So 389

Mean 5.732 6.704. 6.592 6.875

Median 5.490 6.310 6.331 6.157

Sigma 1.904 0.851 1.026 0.573

Range: Min. - Max. 0 - 7 0 - 7 7 0 - 7

Maximum Possfble 7 7 7 7

Table 7

IDKNTIFYING COLORS

1

Kindergarten First Grade

-Initial- Final Initial Final .

Sample N 268 196 460

4

.389

Mean 5.169., 5.760 5.696 5.940

Median 5.157 5.376 5.416 5.485

Sigma 1.681 -0.885. 1.021 0.11.96

Range: Min.-- Max. 0 - 6 , 0 - 6

Nhximum Possible 6
i

6
.

6
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In the kindergarten classes, approximately 59 0/0 of the children,were

able to identify all 6 colors correctly in the initial inventory and

approximately 8o 0/0 identified all 6 correctly in the final inventory.

In the first grade, these ratios were approximately 86 O/o and- 97 0/0

respectively. Clearly, the inventory in itself was not sufficiently dis-

criminatory for the purpose.
;

As was pointed out before, naming was considered a more difficult task
_

than identifying. The children who were able to name all 1 color6 con-

stituted approximately 40 0/o of the group in the pretest and about 72 0/0

in the posttest. In the first grade, the ratios were 75 Vo and 93 0/0

respectivPly. By comparison with the assessment for Identifying Colors, the

one for _claming Colors showed greater stiength in ability to disCriminate;

however, a closer look at its distribution still showed intense skewing

toward the top as evident from the means and sigmas for each administration

of the tests. Here, as in the assessments for Visual Recognition*, the ceiling

was obviously placed too low.

Geometric SlaRes.6

Assessments were made with regard to ability to differentiate four basic

shapes by recognition (identifying) and by naming. A fifth shape, one in the

form of an nrin 2 was included as a distractor. In addition to the Namdng

and Identifying tasks, one on Matching was given to the Chula Vista children

in both pretest and posttest, and to all other kindergarten children in the

initial inventory on1y. The rationale for including this phase was the same

as for including the matching task in the color inventory: to separate

results for sorting and classifying characteristics (such as color and shape)

from results associated with knowing names for these characteristics. The

tasks involved were idertieal for all centerskindergarten and first grade--

in the pretest, and for all centers in the poattest. The sane shapes and

direction6 applied to both pretests and posttests; only the order of pre-

senting the shapes differed between initial and final inventories. The

shapes and the order of presenting them are listed below for each assessment:

Matching pretest : circle, square, triangle, rectangle.

posttest: square,_ circle, rectangle, triangle.

6. For specific instructions, see page 55.
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Naming pretest :

posttest:

IdentifYing pretest :

posttest:

square, triangle, rectangle, circle.

circle, rectangle, triangle, square.

triangle, rectangle, circle, square.

rectangle, triangle, square, circle.

Matching Shapes

For each group and for each inventory, more than 95 Vo of the children

were able to match all 4 shapes; in fact, only 1 in Chula Vista matched

correctly less than 2 of the 4 shapes in,either pretest or posttest, and

only 1 child in all other kindergarten classes could not matOh all 4 shapes

(this child missed only I shape). On this basis, the task must be regarded

as lacking in discrimination.

Geometry certainly occupies a prominent position in the contemporary

elementary mathematics curriculuml so it is pertinent to assess and try to

prognosticate a child's performance in this aspect, In view of the demon.-

strated ability of the children in our sample to match gt-ometric shapes, it

would be pointless to prognosticate posttest scores for this same task.

However, initial results of Matching Shapes were considered here in order

to determine their contribution to predicting success for the other two

geometric tasks: Naming Shapes and Identifying Shapes. These effects will

be reported later in our discussions for Naming Shapes and Identifying shapes

as dependent variables.

Naming Shapes

As vas in the case of color inventory, of the three tasks, matching,

naming, andidentifying, with reference.to geometric shapes, the task

considered most difficult was naming. This may be verified by the distrihution

for the initial inventory.

14



Table 8

GEOMETRIC SHAPES: INITIAL INVENTORY FREQUENCIES

Number Correct

Kindergarten First ,Grade

Matching Naming Identifying Naming Identifying

o 4 61 24 4o 16

I- 4 68 - 28 92 46

2 27 62 84 128 ,103

3 26 4.2 47. 126 86

207 lit .. 84 68 .206

Totals 268 247 267 454 457

In Table 9 below, the mean scores for Naming Shapes are presented,

shoving changes between initial and. final inventories.

Table 9

NAMING SHAPES: MEAN SCORES

Kindergarten First Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

Experimental 1. 691 2.852 2.224- 2. 6745

Comparison 1.265 2.154- 2.055 2.097

Clearly both experimental and comparison groups showed appreciable gain.s in

kindergarten and some gains in first grade. However, as mentioned earlier

in this report, gains cannot be cited from raw data alone since-the two

groups (experimental and. comparison) did not share the same baseline.

The following variables in the pretest were proposed for examination

with regard to their possible contribution in the regression for the predicted

"value of Naming Shapes:
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visual menory (objects), visual memory (pictures), naming

colors, identifying colors, matching shapes, naming shapes,

identifying shapes, vocabulary, ordering, and classifying.

By stepwise regression, the variables matching shapes and ordering were

deleted on.the basis.that their effects oa the regression were negligible.

Here, it Should be:mentioned that while visual memory (pictures) ranked

high,with-respect to ttsweight oh the,regression, its correlation with

Nauing Shapes was negative. No dausal.relationship is intended to be

:inferred from this remark. The resulti might have_been.a retlectionmore

-of attitude toward the testing procedure for each respective assessment or

reflection-of the understanding of given directions in each sUbtest than

of the Skill-that the subtest proposed-to meaSure.

The inclusion Of the resuItS for Classifying aS a factor:in the regres-

sion also warrants camnents. knee the clasSifYing task depended heavily
_

upon-ability-to-differentiate geometric shapes (as well aS size and color),

high correlation might be expected between Naming Shapes and,Classifying.

Due to the nature of these two iteme, one should not conclude from these
..

test results that Classifying is a reliable index for performance in Naming

Shapes. For Classifying, as for Visual Memory (Pictures), no causal relation-

ship should be read into the data.

The treatment ueans for-Naming Shapes in the posttests were adjusted

by considering-the regression on:

naming shapes, classifying, identifying colors, visual memory (pictures),
_ _ .

identifying shapes, visual memory (objects), vocabulary, and naiing

colora.

For the kindergarten, these ad usted means -were:

experimental: 2.711

conparison: 2.340 .

The:variance:ratio was': F(11-41) =,.1.863 . 'With critical-value in the

O. level, equal to ,,4.08 1,no significant difference was found between the'

two umana after:adjusting with the covariates.

In,the,regression, for Naming Shapes for the first grade, the same

treatment was,appliedi-using-the variables:

writing number symbols, naming coloxs, visual memory (pictUres):,

idel ifying shapes, classifying, visual memory (objects),, identifying

colors and' vocabulary.
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"7777

The adjusted means and F-ratio turned out to:be:

experimental 2.703

comparison 2.042'

F(1, 34) = 11.620 ;,

critical value (0.01 level) = 7.08 .

Therefore, the difference between adjusted means for Naming Shapes in the

first grade treatMent groups waS found to be Significant in the 0.01 leVel.

Mc with CrItical value,for F(1; 60) = 11.7 in the' 0.001

that our difference approached the 0.001 level of significance.

:.

Identifying,ShatJs'

The'taSk for Identifying Shapes made use of the shMe shaijes as for

Naming. In this part of the assessment of geametric shapes; each time a

-name was-:siipplied by the,tester, the child. was-to show, by toudhing, the

- ,

shape that was named.,- The mean scores for the-fout-groups.kindergarten-

experimental, kindergarten-comparison, first grade-experimental, and

first grade-comparison, are given in Table 10 belaw.

Thble 10

IDENTIFYING SHAPES; MEAN SCORES

Kindergarten First Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

-Experinental 2.466 2.583 ,3.0(17_ -2:905

Comparison 2.301 2.555 34019 24310

From this,table, gains,can be observed in the kindergarten population

in both experimental and comparison groups. Whether the differences in the

gains were significant were tested by the F-ratio after adjusting the

criterion variable to contributing fautors. In identifying the contributing

factors, the Possible candidates proposed were pretest scores fcT:

naming colors, identifying colors, visual memory (objects), visual

memory (pictures), vocabulary, matching Shapes, naming shapes,

identifying shapes, ordering, and classifying.
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Factors that were shawn to be not significant for both experimental and

comparison groups were: vocabulary, ordering, and visual memory (objects).

Adjusting to the remaining variables, we obtained for means,

experimental 2.563

comparison 2.585

F(1, 42) = 0.004 4

Since the critical value even at the 0.015 level is 4.08 2 no significant

difference was found for these two groups in Identifying Shapes in kinder-

garten.

Using the same list of variables as for kindergarten as potential

contributive factors, the variables that were ultimately identified as being

significant in the regression for Identifying Shapes in the first grade

were:

naming shapes, classifying, identifying shapes, identifying colors,

vocabulary, visual memory (pictures), and naming colors.

Adjusting with these covariates, we obtained the following means and variance

ratio:

experimental 2.888

comparison 2.342

F(l, 55) = 6.979

critical value (0.015 level) = 4.08 .

Therefore, the difference between adjusted means for Identifying Shapes was

found to be significant in the ,0405 level for these two first grade groups.

Number Symbols7

Assessment for NuMber Symbols was separated into two tasks: Writing

Number Symbols and Identifying Nunber Symbols. In the first grade posttest,

an Additional task, Nhming Number Symbols was given. In this discussion,

the assessments, Identifying Number Symbols, Writing Number Symbols, and

Naming Number Symbols will be discussed separately.

7.
. For specific instructions) see page
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Identifying Number Symbols

In the subtest for identifying number symbols, numerals were printed

(in handscript form) on sealed envelopes containing prescribed numbers of

counting discs which were referred to as buttons. The envelopes were randomly

placed. on the table and the child was asked to hand the tester the envelope

with a specified number of discs (buttons). This assessment was given to all

kindergarten and first grade groups. In all forms of the kindergarten

initial and final inventories, the assessment was identical in directions

and in all 8 numerals involved. In the initial inventory for the first`

grade, 12 numerals were involved, including 3 in the teens; in the final

inventory were 10 numerals, 4 of which were beyond the teens. So, while

the same score in the pretests and posttests for the kindergarten might be

considered to mean approximately the same level of accomplishment was attained,

this might not be the case for the first grade since both number of items and

level of difficulty have been changed from pretest to posttest. The namerals

and their order in which they were presented are listed below; the-numeral

was omitted from scoring because it Was used to demonstrate the pro-

cedure for the child's

liandergarten

response.

Pretest and Posttest:

Pretest:

Posttest:

3, 1, 4, 5, 0,

3, 1, 4; 5, 0,

11, 17

7, 9, II, 26,

30, 51 .

8,

8,

8,

7,

7,

16,

9

9,

62,

14,

27 ,

6,
First Grade

In Table 11, the results for Identifying Number Symbols are presented.

Table 11

IDENTIFYING EWER SYMBOLS

_
Kindergarten First Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

,

Sample N ' 272 193' 462 368

Mean 4.007 6.176 9.271 8.724

Sigma 2.274 2.226 3.460 2.440

Range: Min.. - Max. 0 - 7 0 - 8 0- 12 0 - 10

Marimum Possible
I

8 8 I 12 10
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For the kindergarten children, a substantial gain can be noted, from the

above table. In reading the data for the first grade, it is well to repeat

the reminder that the tasks differed between initial and final inventories

both with regard to the possible scores and with respect to levels of

difficulty. In a gross fashion, the initial mean of 9,271 represented.

approximately 77 0/0 of the numerals involved, while the final mean of 8.724

represented approximately 87 Vo of the numerals. Even greater caution must

attend the interpretation since the tasks could not be considered comparable

between pretest and posttest.

Because the treatment groups do not have comparable baselines, regres-

sions for Identifying Number Symbols were obtained for experimental and

comparison groups in each grade, kindergarten and first. Variables entered

as possible influences to the regressions were initial scores for:

identifying colors, visual memor3r (objects), visual 'memory (pictures),

naming shapes, identifying shapes, vocabulary, identifying number

symbols, counting (objects), counting (pictures), ordering, and

classifying.

Of these, vocabulary and ordering were found to be negligible as covariat.es.

Adjusting to the remaining variables as ccvariates, the following resUlts

were obtained:

experimental mean 6.311

comparison mean 5.512

11(1, 40) = 4.305

critical value (0.05 level) = 11-.o8

(0.01 level) = 7.31 .

Therefore, there is siglificant difference between adjusted means for

Identifying Number Symbols 171 favor of the experimental group at the 0.05

level but not at the 0.01 level.

The same variables were Droposed. for the regressions in the first grade.

The variables found to be negligible here were: naming shapes, writing

number sytbols. The following results were obtained:

experimental mean 8.585

comparison mean 8.879

F(1, 53) c592

critical value (0.05 level) = 4.08 .
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Therefore no significant difference was found between adjusted means: for

Identifying Number Symbols in -I Ile first grade groups'.

Writing Number Symbols

The task for Writing Number Symbols was given in conjunction vith the

one for counting objects. At the conclusion of each counting, the child was

asked to write, if he was able, the numeral labeling the number of objects

that he had just counted. The same seven numbers were used in the initial

and.final inventories for kindergarten and in the initial inventory for the

first grade. The final assessment in the first grade extended the task to

nine numbers, only one of which was less than ten. Number symbols involved

for each assessment were:

Kindergarten Pretests and posttests: 3, 5, 4-, 6, 8, 7, 9

First Grade Pretest: 3, 5, 4, 6, 8, 7, 9

Posttest: 16, 5, 30, 23, 18, 32, 27, 50, '52,

The following table shows a comparison in performance between kinder-

garten and first grade on Writing Number Symbols. Note that on the pretest,

the median score for the kindergarten group was 0 This was to be

expected: on entering kindergarten, at least half of the children do not

know how to write a single numeral.

Table 12

WRITING NUMBER SYMBOLS

Kindergarten First Grade

Initiiil Final Initial Final

,

Sample N 194 193 437 388

Mean 1.356 3.503 4.243 5.992

Sigma 1.919 2.428 2.160 3.064

Range: Min. - Max. 0 - 7 0 - 7 0 - 7 0 - 9

Maximum Possible 7 7 7 9

While the median for the entire.kindergarten copulation was 0.000 1

it is interesting to note that in the center for which we had the most
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complete data on the experimental and comparison classes, the mean for the

experimental class was 1.771 and median 0.545. Corresponding statistics for

this center's comparison group showed a mean of 1.207 and a median of 0.000.

Thus, in this center, the experimental classes consisted of children who

apparently had more experience with writing number symbols than those in

the comparison classes. The final inventory for these two groups shawed an

experimental mean of 3.870 and median of 4.375; comparison mean was 3.104.

and median 2.692. These results are summarized below in Table 13.

Table 13

WRITING NDMIER SMABOLS: KINDERGARTEN

Experimental Comparison

Initial Final Initial Final

Sample N 48 39 82 92

Mean 1.771 3.870 1.207 3.104

Median 0.545 4.375 0.000 2.692

Sigma 1.992 2.512 1.864 2.311

Range: Min. - Max. o - 6 0 - 7 0 - 7 0 - 7

Maximum Possible 7 7 7 7

Substantial gains can be observed in both groups. To determine wtether

these groups differed significantly, regressions were obtained with the

pretest variables:

identifying ccaors, identifying shapes, visual memory (objects),

visual memory (pictures), vocabulary, counting (Objects), counting

(pictures), identifying number symbols, writing nuMber symbols,

ordering, and classifying

as potential factors. Of these, ordering and classifying were rejected in

stepwise regression as being of little significance. Adjusting to the

remaining covariates, the means and variance ratio were:

experimental 3.914

comparison 3.047
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F(1, 43) = 4.212

critical value (0.05 level) = 4.08 .

Hence, the difference between kindergarten treatment groups for Writing

Number Symbols was significant in the 0.05 level but not in the 0,01 level.

The means for the first grade experimental and comparison groups in

Writing Number Symbols were adjusted with the same 60variates:

writing 'limber symbols, counting (pictures), identifying number

symbols, counting (objects), identifying shapes, visual memory

(objects), visual memory (pictures), vocabulary, and identifying

colors.

The resulting adjustments yielded the following means and F-ratio:

experimental 5.764

comparisOn 5.875

F(1, 53) = 0.049

critical value (0.05 level) = 4.08 .

Therefore, no significant difference was Thund. for Writing Number Symbols

in the first grade between the adjusted means of the two treatment groups.

&miss Number Symbols

In the final inventory for the first grade, an assessment was made on

the child's ability to name number symbols. Here, various numeral Cards

(twelve in all) were shawn to the child in a prescrfbed sequence and the

Child was asked to name the numbers represented. The numbers required to

be named and the order of presentation were as follows:

8, 11, 9, 16, 19, 14, 40, 25, 38, 41, 32, 80 .

The experimental group achieved a mean score of 9.334 with a sigma of

3.592 while the comparison group obtained a mean of 9.688 with a sigma of

3.230. .Hence, there was apparently little difference in performance between

the twb treatment groups. However, the distribution for the entire popula-

tion, which agreed characteristically with the distrfbution for each of

the treatment groups, gave evidence of a weakness in this assessment.

Approximately 52 Vo of the children named correctly all 12 symbols, and

approximately 63 clo named at least 11 of the 12 .

A regression with Naming Number Symbols as criterion variable was

obtained, using the following variables as covariates:.
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identifying number symbols, counting (pictures), counting (objects),

ordering, vocabulary, visual menory (pictures), visual mewnry (objects),

identifying shapes, and naming colors.

Adjusting the means with these covariates, we dbtained:

experimental 9.223

comparison 9.932

F(1, 53) = 1.796

critical value (0.05 level) = 4.08 .

Therefore, no significant difference was found between the means for Naming

Number Symbols in the first grade groups after these means were adjusted with

the covariates.

Counting8

Counting tasks were administered on three different levels: by dealing

Talth manipulable objects (buttons), by representation of Objects on pdcture
,

cards, and by rote (cardinal counting). Each of these tasks was given to

all centers and in every test forni with the exception that ntject-connting

was deleted from the first grade posttest. In lieu of this, rote counting

by tens and tasks aimed at assessing the concept of place-value in numeration

were introduced for this group in the final inventory.

sloAtuls (Objects)

In the sultest using manipulable objects, buttons were heaped in front

of the child, and the child was asked to .count out specified numbers of

buttons into various boxes. In every form of the test which included this

task, the instructions and sequence of numbers required for counting were

identical. The order in which the numbers were given was:

3, 5, 4, 6, 8, 9 .

Counting (objects) was one of the covariates appearing in the regressions

for a variety of criterion variables. In both kindergart., rad first grade,

it appeared/in the regressions for:

identifying_number symbols, writing number symbc-i51 counting (pictures),

and ordinal numbers.

8.
For specific instructions, see page 58.



The adjustedmeans resulting from introducing Counting (Objects) and other

variables as covariates are given in the corresponding section for the

independent variable.

Since in both experimental and comparison groups, more than half of the

population liras able to attain maximum score (67 0/0 in the experimental

group, 53 Vo in the comparison group), it was not clear what scores might

have been attained had the ceiling been higher. Por this reason, no attempt

was made to test the significance of the difference for this task; instead,

we display here a table sliming the actual resulis fram the testing.

Table 14

COUNTING (OBJECTS)

Kirdergarten First Grade

-Initial
I

Final Initial Final

Sample N 270
j

,

196

5.684

46e

5.874Mean 3071

Median 2.786 -6.148 6.148

gl

Sigma 2.321 2.113 1.833
i

r4 8 +)
b0 ri 0

gel

Range: Min. - Max. 0 - 7 0 - 7 0 - 7

4./
4-)
0 0 0

.ri .ri

Maximum Possihle
I

7 7 7

Counting (Pictures)

In this assessment, the child was shawn eight picture cards, one at a

time, on which were printed specific numbers of objects sueh as toys, balloons,

people, and so on. The child was to identify the number of objects on each

card. This procedure was identical for all groups and for every form of the

individual assessments. The table below presents the paeans for the experi-

mental and cmparison groups in bath kindergarten and first grade.
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Table 15

COUNTING (PICTURES): MEAN SCORES

Kindergarten First Gaade

Initirtl Final Initial Final

Experimental 1.561 6.542 6:*416 7.261

Camparison 3.711 5.392_ 5.250 , 7.427

Substantial gains can be noted in both kindergarten grays: the experi-

mental group gained almost 3 points and the comparison group gained more

than 1.5 points out of a possible 7 . Although both groups started at

approximately the same level, the experimental group started out slightly

lower. It can be seen too, that apparently the experimental group showed

greater growth. To determine whether this observed growth was significantly

different from that for the comparison group; means were adjuyted by co-

variant technique, using

counting (objects), identifying colors, counting (pictures), visual

memory (objects), vocabulary, visual memory (pictures), identifying

number symbols, witing number symbols, and identifying shapes

as covariates. The difference of the adjusted means was tested for signifi-

cance by the F-ratio. Adjusted means and F-ratici are given below:

experimental 6.373

comparison 5.616

F(1, 40) = 4.647

critical value (0.05 level) =

Therefore, the difference of adjusted means for Counting (Pictures) was

found to be significant in the 0.05 level, with the mean higher for the

experimental kindergarten than for the corresponding camparison group.

The first grade groups were similarly treated, with the following

variables identified as cavariates in the regression:

counting (objects), identifying number syrabols, visualmemory (objects),

visual memory (pictures), and ordering.
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Mt adjusted means and variance ratio were:

experimental 7.302

comparisan 7.349

XI.: 57) = 0.042

critical value (0.05 level) = 4.O8

Hence, no significance was founibetwten:the adjusted means for Countin

(Pictures) n the first grade treatnent groups.

Bbte Counting

Attempts were made to assess the ability to count by_rote, in kinder-

garten and in the first grade. The child was asked to count, and if he did

nat respond), he was given a start: "One, two." In this assessment, scoring

wus particularly difficult especially if the child &zipped around, or, in

many instances, started from one (or some other previously counted number)

again when he floundered in counting. Often, such fresh starts did take the

child beYond the point the looping began. Thus, a question in scOring was

expected, and testers were iwtructed to mark the Iasi; number counted without

error, and the last nuMber counted with one error lzr different mrkings.

Rote counting by ones was scored on a scale with a sCore of 0 for the

last nUmber counted being any number frOm 0 through 9 ; 1 for the last

number being any number from 10 'through 19 ; and so on; finally, 8 for

any numler from 80 through 100.. In the first grade posttest, s similar

assessment was made for counting by tens. In the scoring here, the Scale

ranged:fram 0' through- 20 -to represent terminal points at '0 through-200

in intervals of tens.

Because of many inherent difficulties in the attempt to measure Rote

Coumting, the comments provided by the testers gave a much more accurate

picture of what occurred during testing. However, these camments were

mostly subjective opinions. We display below, vague results of the rate

counting on the scale indicated above without serious attempt at analyzing

these results. Because of the reculiarity in the scale, armean score of

1.372 (kindergarten, initial) very roughly indicates an average of counting

up to the teens: scaewhere between 10 and 20 .
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Kindergarten _First Grade

Initial ginal initial Final

Sample N 266 '194 _ 461 390

Mean 1.372 2.747 2.748 .5.549

Median 0.587 1.630 1.553 7.020

Sigma 1.454 ,2.229 2.292 2.750

Range: -'Min. - Max. 8 - 0 - 8 0 8 0 - 8

Maximum 15ossible 8 8 8

For rote counting by tens (first grade posttest), a mean of 9.558 and

a median of 9.291 were achieved, with sigma equal to 4.266.. About 7 Vo of

the children in this group were able to count by tens to 200, at which point,

the counting was stopped. The rough estimate for the rote counting by tens

as indicated here is that, on the average, by the end of the first grade,

these children could count by teris .up to 90 - or 100 .

Place lialUe9

Closely associated with the counting tasks described in the previous

section were those items on conCept of place-value. Two levels of the con-

cept were assessed: the ability to name numbers of objects involving

place-value in the numeration, and the ability to construct representations

(bundles of objects) of specified numbers of objects when the numbers in-

volved place-value, in the numeration. The objects used were paste sticks.

Numbers involved and the order of presentatim were:

Naing: 20, 50, 60, 30, 35, 57, 24, 47, 19, 75

Forming: 16, 5, 30, 23, 18, 32, 27, 30, 112

9. For specific instructions, see page 59.
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These assesmaents were given only to the first grade at the end of the

year. The results of these assessments, given only once, are displayed in

Table 17 belm.

Table 17

PLACE VALUE: NAMING AND FORMING

Naming Forming

.-

Sample N

.

383 376

Mean

,

4.324 3.824

Median

,

3.069 1.412

SigMa 4.192 3.669

Range: Mirl. - Max. 0 7 10 0 - 9

Maximum Possible 10 9

The experimental and comparison groups performed almost identically in

Naming Place Value, the umans differing only by 0.159, with both sigmas being

close to 4 In Forming Place Value, the tw groups were also camparable

in performance. A, more revealing indication of the performance was sham

in the abnornal distribution for these two tasks. This is illustrated

below by the frequency counts which accounts quite well for a mean of 4.324

and a sigma of 4.192 for Naming and a mean of 3.824 and sigma of 3.669 for

Forming.

e Table 18

PLACE VALUE NAMING AND FORMING: FREQUENCY CCUNIS

Number Correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 total

Naming 132 34 10 13 36 8 10 88 18 21 93 383

Forming 74 100 34 17 8 4 13 11 23 92 376
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Ordinal Numbers10

Assessment was made for the children's understanding of the ordinal

numbers, first through fifth. Included in the assessment vas the closely

associated word "last". An inspection of the test directions will give

indication that this inclusion was made for more than the reasaa that there

was a close association of ideas with the ordinal numbers in the word) last.

By incorporating with other items in the assessment) it might be possible

then to determine the child's reference point from which he started his

count: first, secord, third,

Ordinal Numbers was given in two parts) each part consisting of eight

items. The assessment was identical in both the kindergarten and first

grade posttests; it was not included in the kindergarten pretest, but was

given in the initial inventory for the first grade with the numbers in a

slightly different sequence fran the posttest. The order of numbers was

as follows:

Part I Pretest: first, fourth) third, fifth) first, last, second,

fourth.

Posttest: first) third) fifth, fourth) first, last, second,

fourth.

Part 2 Pretest: second) fifth) fouxth) second, last) first) third)

fifth.

Posttegt: third, rifth) fourth, second, last, third) first)

fifth.

Table 19 below gives the means for pretests and posttests in Ordinal

Numbers. Nbte that in the first grade, both experimental and comparison

classes showed evidence of growth: the experimental group gained about

2.5 points and the comparison group gained about 3.3 points.

10.
For specific instructions, see page 61.
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Table 19

ORDINAL NUMBERS: MEAN SCCRES

Kindergarten First Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

Experimental Not given 7.711 11.032 13.182

Comparison Nbt given 8.484 10.900 14.366

To determine -whether there was significant difference in the two

groups, experimental and comparison, covariant technique was applied

obtaining adjusted means for test of significance. The same treatment was

applied to the kindergarten data even though no initial inventory was given,

hence, no growth could have been observed. BAgression here equally well

obtained on the basis of correlation between the covariates and Ordinal

Numbers as dependent variable.

For the kindergarten, the Variables selected as significant factors

for the regressian were:

counting (cbjects), naming colors, visual memory (pictures),

Vocabularyl'counting (pictures), writing number symbols, and

identifying number symbols.

This regression yielded the following adjusted means and variance ratio:

experimental 8,o16

comparison 8.081

3(11 42) = 0.003-

critical value (0.05-level) = 4.08 .

Therefore, no significance was found for the difference between adjusted

means for Ordinal Numbers in the kindergarten groups.

EV stepwise regression, the following variables were selected as

covariates for Ordinal Numbers as criterion variable in the first grade:

identifying number symbols, counting (pictures), visual memory

(objects), counting (objects), writing number symbols, naming colors,

visual memory (pictures), and vocabulary.
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The results of this adjustment are displayed below:

experimental mean 13.331

comparison mean 14.081

F(1, 54) = 2.312

critical value (0.05 level) = 4.018 .

Therefore, no significance was found for the difference between adjusted

means for Ordinal NuMbers in the first grade classes.

Pairing11

The assessment on Pairing was given only to the first grade classes

and only in the final inventory. Here, the child was given a sheet of paper

folded into four pages. On each page were two sets of drawings separated

by a line drawn down the middle of the page. The child was to pair an

object in one set with an object in the other set in a cneto-one manner.

The experimental group had a mean score of 3.366 out of 4 with a sigma

of 1.201 and the comparison group had a mean of 2.759 with a sigma of 1.547.

So it appeared that the experimental group performed better, and with tighter

clustering about the mean. A test of significance seemed to be suggested

here. However, the abnormal distribution as shown by the frequency counts

for the entire population.qeaks against pursuing this avenue, since almost

71 Vo of the children attained maximum score.

Table 20

PAIRING: FREQUENCY COUNTS

,

Nudber Correct 0 1 2 3 4 total

Frequency 36 15 13 43 258 365

This same skewed characteristic was also evident in the frequencies for

the classes split into experimental-comparison groupings. The shallowness

of the ceiling in this task apparently indicated weakness of this item in

being able to discriminate.

11
11.

For specific instructions, see page 62.
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maplai2at Sets12

In the assessment for Equivalent Sets, the child was presented six

cards in sequence and was asked to construct a set (using buttons) equivalent

to a set of objects shown on the card. Detailed comments were asked of the

testers in the attempt to obtain clues as to the process by which the child

performed this task: by copying the pattern of the printed picture, by

counting the objects in the drawing, or by other means (explicitly stated

by the tester). This task was given to both kindergarten and first,grade
. -

groups, but only as a posttest item. Thus, no measure of growth was made

for this ability. The performance on this task is shown by the table dis-

played below.

Table 21

EQUIVALENT SETS

Kindergarten First Grade

Sample N 193 389

Mean
4.176 5.319

Median 4394 5.196

Sigma
2.061 1.238

Range: Min. - Max. 0-- 6 o - 6

Maximum Possible

Apparently there is a difference in performance between the kindergarten

and first grade groups.
However,'frequency counts showed about 35 Vo of

the children in kindergarten attained a maximum score of 6 , and 6o 0/0 got

a score of at least 5 . A more severe skewing was shown for the first grade:

about 62 V° made a score of 6 p and more than 87 Vo made either 5 or 6

Evidently the effectiveness of this item as a valid measure is questionable.

Split into experimental and comparison groups, the kindergarten

experimental classes achieved a mean of 4.263 with a sigma of 2.177, and

12.
For specific instructions, see page 63.
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the comparison classes had a mean of 3.826 with a sigma of 2.187. Thus,

the experimental and comparison groups performed approximately equally for

Equivalent Sets. The sane kind of comparability may be observed between

the experimental and comparison groups in first grade: experimental mean

was 5.2C8 and sigma 1.439; comparison mean vas 5.362 and sigma 1.217.

Assessment was made an same of the vocabUlary used in the mathematics

program fok kindergarten and first grade. This task was given in both

pretests and posttests for kindergarten except for the initial inventory

in Chula Vista. Bere, in lieu of Vocabulary, an assessment on Visual

Recognition was presented. Vocabulary was also included in the first

grade test, but only in the initial inventory. The vocabulary assessed was

identical in both kindergarten pretests and posttests; only slight changes

were made in the order in which the items yere presented:

behind, above, on, between, each, remove, set, more than, as many as,

fewer than, join, below, left, outside, inside, on, right.

Assessment for the first grade yes the same with the exception that the

words "left" and "right" were not included in the first grade testing. In

reading the data reproduced below, the difference in scales between kinder-

garten and first grade should be kept in mind. Thus, the initial mean in

kindergarten of 12.283 represented approximately 72 Vo of the 17 stibitems,

and the initial mean of 11.522 in the first grade represented approximately

77 Vo of the 15 sUbitems.

11111110

13. For specific instruotions, see page 64.
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Table 22

VOCABULARY

Kindergarten First Grade
,

Initial Final Initial Final

Sample N 269 194 462
---v---

0 -P
N-1 0

0Mean 12.283 12.378 11.522

Median 11.965 12.148 11.527
P P'
0) 0

-,-4

Range: Min. - Max. 5 - 17 4 - 16 2 - 15
tal II

as

-P 00 ri
si

Maximum Possible 17 16 15

4.1

Note that there was also a change in scale between the pretest and

posttest in kindergarten. In the pretest, two assessments were made for

the word "on"; intim posttest, one of the items was deleted. Thus, the

final mean of 12.378 for kindergarten did not appear to be much different

frm the initial 12.283. However, the final mean represented approximately

77 °/o of the items as against the initial 72 °/o.

The difference in performance between experimental and comparison

groups may be seen in Table 23.

Table 23

VOCABULARY: EXPERLMENTAL-COMPARISON

Experimental Comparison

Initial Final Initial Final

Mean 12.103 13.247 12.430 11.233

1.848 1 2.507Sigma 2.345 2.114

To test for significance in difference between these two groups on

this assessment, the follawing variables were proposed as possible co-

variates:
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naming colors, identifying colors, visual memory (objects)) visual

memory (pictures), matching shapes, identifying shapes, naming shapes,

ordering, classifying, and vocabulary.

From this list, seven were retained on the basis that they were found to

contribute significantly in the regression. These were:

naming colors, identifying shapes) visual memory (pictures), matching

shapes, vocabulary, naming shapes, and identifying colors.

Nith these as covariates, the adjusted means and. F -ratio were:

experimental 12.984

comparison 11.580

F(1, 42) = 7.29
14 f

critical value 0.01 level) s 7.27 .

On this basis, the difference between adjusted mBans for Vocabulary as

criterion variable was found significant in the 0.01 level for the kinder-

garten groups. No regression was obtained for Vocabulary,in the first grade

since this assessment was not given in the posttest for this grade.

Ordering and Classifying15

Assessment was attempted for Ordering, Classifying, and Ordering-

Classifying. Here, the child was presented with various situations

involving geometric shapes in a variety of sizes and colors. For Ordering,

the child might be required.to pick out the largest or smallest of specified

shapes, or to arrange sets of shapes in order: smallest-largest or largest-

smallest. For Classifying, the task might have consis=ted of classifying

along a single dimension (for example, picking out all shapes that are red),

or more than one dimension (for example, picking out all red triangles).

There were also a small number of items involving both Ordering and

Classifying such as: the smallest of each shape. It was expected that

14.
Fisher and Yates tables (Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricul-

tural and Medical Research, Oliver and Boyd, Ltd., Edinburgh) showed the
critical value for F(1, 40) to be 7.31; the approximation given, here was
obtained by curvilinear interpolation from these tables.

15.
For specific instructions, see page 67.
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llastmos

much information might be elicited from such tasks. Thus, a large investment

in testing time was made for this section of the testing. However, there

las evidence of confusion to the child, to the tester, or to both as noted

tg many comments accompanying no attempt at scoriLg.

The variables vere included as potential covariates for every stepwise

regression considered. Ordering appeared as a variable three times'in the

end (Naming Number Symbols, Identifying Number Sydbols, and Counting

Pictures); Classifying was selected twice (Naming Shapes, Identifying

Shapes); and Ordering-Classifying was never selected. It might have been

that for all the time consumed, the scoring was limited in extent and in

depth. In a test situation-as we
experienced, it might be that one did not

have the luxury of probing in depth what the results of ordering and classi-

fying might mean. Our aim to assess, but at the same time to keep the

probing within the attention span of the children, was apparently diametrical

in thought. We display below merely the raw results of these assessments

without further comments.

. Table 24

ORDERING

Kindergarten First Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

Sample N 271 189 463 389

Mean 2.1,1 3.439 2.551 4.265

Median 1.601 2.986 2.084 3.868

Sigma 1.087 1.619 1.334 1.08,

Ranger Min.. - Max. 0 - 4- 0 - 7 0 - 4 0 - 7

Maximum Possible Ii. 7 1, 7
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CLASSIFYING

Kindergarten Fiwst Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

Sample N 270 189 456 389

Mean 1.300 3.016 1.257 3.982

Median 0.945 2.449 0.968 3,485

Sigma 0.758 1.435 0.813 1.406

Range: Min. - Max, 0 - 2 0 - 6 0 - 2 0 - 6

Maximum Possible 2 6 2 6

Table 26

ORDERING - CLASSIFYING

Kindergarten First Grade

Initial Final Initial Final

Sample N 261 189 463 389

Mean 0.487 2.788 2.629 ,3.635

Median 0.000 2.319 2.100 3.221

Sigma 0.501 1.344 1.431 1.508

Range: Min, - Max,. 0 - 1 0 - 6 0 - 5 0 - 6

Maximum Possible 1 6 5 6
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SUMMARY

The tables reproduced in the following two pages present itemm which

were each considered separately as a dependent variable in a regression with

other variables entering as covariates. Seven such dependent variables were

examined for the kindergarten groups and the same nuMber for the first grade.

Six of the seven items bore the same identifying lexels for kindergarten and

first grade, although the specific tasks were not always identical. These

cammon entries were:

naming shapes) identifying shapes, writing number symbols) identifying

number symbols, counting (pictures), and ordinal numbers.

The seventh dependent variable for kindergarten was "Vocabulary", an item

that did not appear in the first grade posttest. For the first grade, the

seventh dependent variable was "Naming NuMber Sydbols", an item that was not

included in the kindergarten posttest. The mark x appears in these tables

for covariates contributing to the regression.
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Table 27

COVARIATES FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLES: KINDERGARTEN

Dependent Variable

.

Covariate
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Matching Shapes x x

Naming Shapes x x x

Identifying Shapes xxxxi x

Writing Number Symbols xxxx
Identifying Number Symbols x x x

Counting (Objects) x x x

Counting (Pictires

Vocabulary x x x x

Classifying x x



Table 28

COVARIATES FOR DEPENDEUT VARIABLES: FIRST GRADE

Dependent Variable

.

Covariate
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Visual Memory (Objects) x x x x x x

Visual Memory (Pictures) xxxxxxx
Naming Colors x x x x

Identifying Colors x x x x

Naming Shapes x x

Identifying Shapes xxxxx
Writing Number Symbols x x x

r.

x

Identifying Number Symbols

_ xxxxx
Counting ( Objects ) x" x x x

Counting (Pictures) x x x

Ordering x. x x

Vocabulary xxxxx x

Classifying x
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The tables presented in the preceding pages show that for the battery of

tests used in our study, Visual Memory, particularly the assessment having to

do with pictures on printed pages, contributes to most of the treatment vari-

ables. This apparently supported the conjecture that visual memory generally

plays an important role in ability to perform well in learning tasks. On the

other band, Ordering and Classifying, two tasks that frequently 'nave been

considered by many cl-Lers to be important to the learning process,

appeared to be owz, -,r our study at hand: Classifying entered as co-

variate in only two the seven variables for the kindergarten or first grade,

and Ordering did not qualify for any in kindergarten but for three regressions

in the first grade. Whether these rArcvmstances truly indicate conflict be-

tween our findings and those appearing in other literatures cannot be deter-

ained without careful investigation here. The weakness might well be in the

structure of the items in our tests. We note, for example, interitem relia-

bilities (Appendix C) for Ordering, Classifying, and Ordering-Classifying were

auite law. Aside fram low interitemreliabilities, another explanation for

apparent departure fram other findings might lie in whether our items do

indeed measure abilities to order or to classify. Again, careful investiga-

tion would be required before such matters can be settled.

In order to obtain a pe.spective on some of the findings as reported in

the foregoing pages, a summary is given in tabular form below, showing the

adjusted means and the significance level if such were attained.

Table 29

ADJUSTED MEANS FOR SELEL...M VARIABLES

Assessment

Kindergarten FIrst Gtade

Thçp. Comp. Level Exp. Comp Level

Naming Shapes 2.711 2.340 n.s. 2.703 2,042 -0.01

Identifying Shapes 2.563 2.585 n.s. 2.888 2.342 0.05

Writing Number Symbols 3.914 3.047 0.05 5.764 5.875 n.s.

Naming NuMber Symbols
9.223 9.932 n.sn

Identifying NuMber Symbols 6.311 5.512 0.105 8.585 8,879 u.s.

Counting (Pictures) 6.373 5.616 0.405 7.302 7.349 n.3.

Ordinal Numbers 8.016 8.081 n.s. 13.331 14.081 n.s.

Vbcabulary 12.984I.
11.580 0.01



On the assumption that the assessments had teen appropriately categorized

by the labels given, we note that in the kindergarten groups, the difference

between adjusted means was identified as being significant in four instances

out of seven. These four instances were:

Vocabulary; at the 0.01 level, and

Counting (Pictures), Identifying Nudber syMbols, Writing Number Symbols,

each at the 0.05 level.

Although none of the differences attained the 0.001 level of significance,

of particular interest was the observation that whenever significance of

difference was found, the adjusted mean was higher for the experimental

group than for the comparison group.

In the first grade, only two of the seven differences between adjusted

means were found to be significant. These were bath related to geometric

shapes: Naming Shapes, within 0.01 level (almost 0.001 level); and Identify-

ing Shapes, within the 0.05 level. Again, as in the kindergarten groups,

whenever-significance in the difference occurred, the experimental groap

using the SMSG curriculmmi had the higher adjusted mean.
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APPENDIX A

Sequence of Test Items

As yus mentIcned in our discussion about the testing program (page 4),

there was concern as to whether the order of presenting the itemm might

significantly influence the results. To get an idea as to whether this

concern might be justified, the kindergarten test was administered in two

forms in the large centers, Oakland and Washington. The table below shows

the order of appearance of the items in each form. It can be seen that tte

second forn differed from the first simply in that the second half of the

test mus given first.

Table 30

SEQUENCE OF ITEMS: FORMS A AND B

Form A

Naming 6lors

Identifying Colors

Counting (Cbjects)

Writing Number SyMbols

Ordering and Classifying

Identifying Number Sydbols

Visual Memory (Cbjects)
MOWN"

Matching Shapes

Naming Shapes

Identifying Shapes

Counting (Pictures)

Rote Cardinal Counting

Visual Mem .ry (Pictures)

Vocabulary

INNO

Form. B

Matching Shapes

Naming Shapes

Identifying Shapes

Counting (Pictures)

Rote Cardinal Counting

Visual Memory (Pictures)

Vocabulary

Naming Colors

Identifying Colors

Counting (Cbjects)

Writing Number Symbols

Ordering and Classifying

Identifying Number Symbols

Visual Memory (Objects)

The testers were instructed to alternate the two forms in the tenting

in order that approximately the same nunber of dhildren would be taking each

form. To facilitate this alternation, the test forms issued to the testers

had the forus prearranged In this fashion.
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From the table below, we can observe that the numbers (N) of tests

given for the two forms were approximately equal. The slight preference

for the number of Forms A might have been accounted for by the way the

forms were counted out for each tester.

This table presents the mean and t-value of each item, with an

appropriate notation if the difference between sample means attained

significance. For each pair of numbers in the entries, the first refers

to the entry for Form. A , and the second to the same entry for Form B .

Table 31

DIFFERENCES MINKET SAMPLE MEANS: FORMS A AND B

Assessment Sample Means N t
Significantl

Level

Naming Colors 5.063 , 5.278 1142 , 126 -0.81142 n. s. \
Identifying Colors 4.589 ,.- 4.654 141 , 127 -0.2705 n.s. \
Counting (Objects) 3.652 , 3.837 ila , 129 -0.57c9 n. s,

Writing Number Symbols 1.229 1 1.480 96 1 98 -0.9111 n, s.

Ordering and. Classifying 0.511 1 0.460 137 , 124 0.8213 n.s. /
Identifying Nmnber Symbols 4.056 , 3.954 1142 1 131 0.3684 n.s. /
Visual Memory (Objects) 3.437 , 3.558 142 , 129 -0.9438

Matching Shapes 3.719 , 3.465 139 1 129 2.4591 0.0e f

Naming Shapes 1.594- , 1.421 133 , 114 1.1378 n. s. /
Identifying Shapes 2.667 , 2.364 138 , 129 1.91474 n. s. /
Counting (Pictures) 4.290 , 3.391 138 , 128 2.5958 0.02 f

Rote Cardinal Counting 1.453 1 1.283 139 , 127 0.9614 n.s, /
Visual Memory (Pictures ) 1.34-1 , 1.430 138 , 128 -0.621.8 n.s . \
Vocabulary 12.388 , 12.140 139 , 129 0.9587 n.s. 1

Note: The arrows in the right hand column have been included to serve

as a graphical index of the trend and significance of the t-values at

the 0.02 level. These arrows are meant to convey the following informa-

tion:

1

t positive, significant;

t positive, not significant;

t negative, not significant;

t negative, significant.



The only differences between sample means for Forms A and B are

those for Counting (Pictures) where the level of significame was between

0.01 and 0.02 (0.01 <p < 0.02), and for Matching Shapes where the level

of significance was 0.02 (p <0.02), bath cf these with t positive in

favor ofForn A . Identifying Shapes approached significance on the 0.05

level, but a more stringent requirement is preferred in line with our stated

intention to lean on the conservative side of interpretation.

In general, it appeared that the order of presenting the items did not

materially influence the scores. Where there were exceptions, we note that

these occurred in the last half of Form A and in its favor. We might

conjecture that the child had learned more about haw to respond to the tester

by the last half of the testing session. The *Vs were almost all positive

for items appearing in the second half of each test, and this would agree

with the conjecture. However, the fact that the level of significance was

nct attained, and exceptions to the trend, speak against conclusions that

cannot be sUbstantiated without qualifications. We can state, nonetheless,

that in our examination, no significant difference at the 0.02 level was

observed between corresponding items in ForMS A and B except for

Mhtching Shapes and for Coumting (Pictures).
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS

APPENDIX B

Individual Inventories

SETTING FOR ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

It is important to have a separate room, if at all possible, so that

interruptions and distractions are minimized.

In introducing these tests to the child, make certain that they are

always referred to as games and not as tests. The child will feel more

comfortable if this is not presented as a testing situation and if the

tester chats with the child to put him at ease before starting.

BUIPMENT

You will need a table and two chairs. Preferably, ths table and chairs

should be law (fran the kindergarten or first-grade classroom) so that they

are a comfortable height for the child. Seat the chtld-across the table from

you.

The materials you will need are chose supplied and include:

1 set geometric shapes

50 buttons

4 boxes with tops

pads of paper

crayons

1 set of 8 nuMber cards for counting members

10 envelopes with buttons inside and numerals on them

I set of 6 nuMber cards for equivalent sets

6bjects for visual memory (1 each): apple, banana, book, box,

button, car, cat, chair, clock, cow, crayon, dime, dog, horse,

key, nickel, orange, pencil, penny, rUbberbands, string, truCk

12 blocks

2 sheets of construction paper

5 trucks

25 marbles
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7 sets for ordering and classifying

5 sets of pictures for visual menory

I set of color cards

PROCEDURE

Read over the instructions for administering the tests several times,

and become familiar with the materials before you start testing your children.

%be instructions for you, as tester, are tjped in lower case. Wbst yau

actually say to the child is typed in capital letters.

Follow the written directions carefully. Do not probe to get an answer

beyond what is suggested in the directions--this is an evaluation and should

not be used as a teaching situation.

Use reassurance without specifying that responses are right or wrong.

This nay be done in a variety of ways:

Repeating what the child bas said in a reassuring voice.

Remarks such as "Um- Humm% "All Right".

Comments between tests such as "You do these very well".

Conversation with the child between tests._

In order that the child nct experience failure, certain tests are nct to

be continued if the child fails 2 consecutive tasks in that part of the

test. Ibis will be noted in the instructions for the specific tests. On some

tests, such as ordering, you will continue the entire test whether the child

misses 2 consecutive tasks or not.

Keep all equipment in a box under the table to your right. Place on the

table only those items required for a given task, along with the instructions

and score sheets for that perticular task. Remove materials used for a task

from the table before beginning the next part of the testing.

SCCRING

The scoring sheets should be completely filled out.

Be certain to enter the child's name on each scoring sheet.

It is important to use the "Comments" space wtenever relevant. These

comments will be helpful in two mws.

(1) In follawing the progress of each child;

(2) In revising the tests.
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In certain of the tasks, specific comments are requested (e.g., prdering).

Be certain to, enter comments where specifically noted and at any points where

they are relevant to understanding the child's response. If doubtful about

the correctness of a response, do not check the response as correct or in-

correct, but write down exactly what the child said in the "Comments" space.

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

In order for these test results to be maningful:

(1) it is imperative that the tester adhere to the written directions

as closely as possible. Rapport with the child is crucial; however,

cueing the child beyond the written directions invalidates the

results;
0

(2) it is imperative that recording of children's performance on the

score sheet be as accurate as possible. Score sheets may be com-

pleted in pencil; overemphasis on neatness may be unnecessarily

time-consuming. Entries should be legible and accurate; neatness

is not a primary consideration;

(3) it is imperative that every subtest be canpletely recorded;

(4) it is imperative that the testing be scheduled so that you will

finish testing the children assigned to you within the next few

weeks.

SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS

VISUAL RECOGNITION

Administered only to Chula Vist-.1 kindergarten children.

Objects,

I AM GOING TO SHOW YOU SCME THINGS. YOU TELL ME TEE NAM OF 111.6

THINGS I SHOW YOU.

Show
(Show objects in order listed on the scoring sheets.)

WHAT IS THIS?

If the child gives the incorrect name or more generic name, e.g., animal for

horse, say:

WHAT EISE COULD IT BE?



If still not the specific name, say:

IS IT LIKE SOMETHING E1SE: YOU KNOW?

If still not the correct name, say:

DO YOU KNOW WHAT IT IS USED FOR?

Present dbjects in the order listed on the scoring sheet.

Pictures

'MIS TIME I1N GOING TO SHOW YOU SOME MANINGS. YOU TELL ME:WHAT THEY ARE.

Show . (Show drawings in order listed on the scoring sheets.)

WHAT IS THIS?

If the child gives the incorrect name, say:

vgAT RT.SE COULD IT BE?

If still not the specific name, say:

IS IT LIKE SOMETHING EMSE: YOU KNOW?

Present drawings in the order listed on the scoring sheet.

Scoring

The scoring for each of the above subtests for Visual Recognition was

made on a ,dart in which a list of dbjects or pictures appeared in the first

column. Three additional columns were provided: one to be checked if the

response was correct, another if the response was incorrect, and finallY,

one column for entering pertinent comments.

VISUAL MEMORY

SUisla

Administered to all centers. Visual Memory (Objects) did not

appear in the initial inventory fol the first grade.

NOW, WE WILL TRY A DIFFERENT GAME. I AM GOING TO PUT SOME THINGS OA

Bit TABLE. WATCH CAREFULLY.

Place the dbjects in a line, from left to right, on the table as listed.

First trial use Group 11 second trial Group 21 and so on.

LOOK AT THEM VERY CAREFULLY.

Make sure the chila attends to the dbjects.



.04,010.1m,

......a.maNamiewasower

I AM GOING TO TAKE OITE CIF THESE AWAY (point to each object separately)

WHILE YOU HAVE YOUR EYES CLOSED.

N01,1 CLOSE YOUR EYES AND KEEP THEM TIGHTLY CLOSED UNTIL I TEIL YOU TO

OPEN TIMM.

Remove the underlined object from the table and place in box under table.

Close objects up so that spacing is even.

OPEN YOUR EYES. WIAT DID I TAKE AWAY?

If tJ. child is corvict, mark under First Recall on score sheet and proceed

with next group. If no reply, or incorrect, then say:

WHAT ELSE WAS THERE BEFORE YOU CLOSED YCUR EYES THAT ISN'T THERE NOW?

Pause. If correct, mark under Second Recall on score sheet and proceed with

next group. If no reply, or incorrect, then say:

DO YOU ENOW WHAT I TOOK AWAY?

If child is correct this time, mark under Third Recall,and proceed with next

group. If child cannot recall, then proceed as follows:

IILL PUT SOW THINGS ON Jab TABLE.

Move objects already on the table to the side and put new set on the tabie in

line as listed. The object that was removed is underlined.

WHICH ONE CF THESE WAS CN Tim TABLE BEFORE YOU CLOSED YOUR EYES?

If child cannot recognize the object included in the added set, tell and show

him which dbject it was. Tell the child:

LET'S TRY ONE MORE GAME LIRE THIS.

Pictures

HERE ARE PICTURES OF SOME THINGS YOU KNOW.

Place Practice Set in front of the child.

LOOK AT EACH OF TTESE PICTURES VERY CAREFULLY.

Make sure that the child attends to the pictures.

ON THE NEXT PAGE THE PICTURES ARE THE SAME, BUT ONE CF THESE (pointing

to the pictures) WILL BE MISSING. YOU HAVE TO ReIMBIBER THE PICTURES ON

THIS PAGE SO THAT YOU liNOW WHAT IS MISSING ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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Make sure the child looks at both pictures. If child does not look at each

picture, say:

LOOK AT EACH ONE.

Fold the page back under the next two %ages. Since the paper is '-hin and

pictures can be seen through from the page underneath that being shown to

the child, place a clean sheet of paper between the one being shown and

those underneath it.

ALL RIGHT, WHAT PICTURE IS MISSING FROM THIS PAGE THAT WAS ON THE PAGE

YOU JUST LOOKED AT?

If the child is correct, mark under First Recall on score sheet, and: proceed

with Set I If the child does not reply, or is inCorrect, say:

WHAT ELSE WAS ON TIT LAST PAGE THAT ISN'T ON UHIS PAGE?

Pause. If correct, mark und.er Second Rect.11 on score sheet, and proceed

with Set I If no reply, or incorrect, then say:

DO YOU KNOW WHAT IS MISSING?

If the child is correct this time, mark under Third Recall, and proceed with

Set I If child still cannot recall, then proceed as follows:

I'LL SHOW YOU SCVM IOW PICTURES.

Turn to the third page of the Practice Set, showing the mouse and the train.

Say:

WHICH ONE Cr THESE WAS ON THE FIRST PItGE BUT NOT ON THE PICTURE I JUST

SHOWED YOU?

If child cannot recognize the removed picture in the new set, tell and show

him the train engine. Then tell the child:

LET'S TRY ANOTHER G.AME LIKE 'MS.

Proceed with the same directions through Set IV .

In scoring this test, if the child makes a mistake in vocabulary, such as

calling the bird a duck or the engine a train, this is acceptable. However,

be sure to note this in comments.

Scoring

Scoring for both Visual Memory (Objects) and Visual Memory (Pictures)

was done in the same manner. The form reproduced below for Visual Memory

(Pictures) is illustrative of the procedure used for checking each item. If
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the elild succeeded within the first three recalls, the appropriate column

was checked and the test proceeded to the next "Original Set" or to the

next task; the "New Set" was constructed only in the event that the child

failed all three recalls. In the event a new set was required, the Correct

or Incorrect column was checked accordingly0

Table 32

SCORING FOR VISUAL MEMORY (PICTURES)

Original Set
Removed
Picture

Recalls New Set
Cor-
rect

Incor-
rect Comments

1st 2nd 3rd

Pr Engine Fish Engtne Manse ;1.7LIe

1 Book Car Bird Apple Bird Kite Bird Crayons Fish

2 Cat Boat Tree Crayons Boat Boat Book Bottle Turtle

3 Truck Cup Rabbit Ball Umbrella Ball Engine Ball Tree Clock Cat
'N

4 Doi/ Bottle Rat Flower Clock Dog
...

Cone Car Rabbit Umbrella poji I

The scoring form for Visual Memory (Objects) is not reproduced here

because it is identical to the above form with the exception that the entries

for the various sets are different. The prescribed arrangements for the

6bjects in Visual Memory (Objects) are listed below with the Obaect Removed

underscored.

Original Set

1. car, horse, block:pencil

2. chair, airplane, crayon, kez

3. book, app]?, clock, box

4. car, book, airplane, block

5. pencil, key, crayon, button

COLOR

Nev Set

button, clock, horse, chair

car, bax, pencil

crayon, block, button, clock

apple, key, car, horse

clock, block, book, crayon

Mhtching Colors was administered to Chula Vista kindergarten

children only; Naming and Identifying appeared in all forms and

in all inventories.
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Matching Colors

I HAVE SOME CCCOR CARDS. I AM GOING TO PUT THEM ON THE TABLE.

Arrange experimenter's color cards on table, fram left to right: yellow,

blue, brown, green, orange, red. Nbte that experimenter's set does not

include black.

NOW I AM GOING TO PUT SOME ON THE TABLE FOR YOU, TOO.

Arrange pupil's cards on table wlth experimenter's, from left to right:

orangej blue) red, black, brown, yellow, green. Paase for any spontaneous

comments from pupil and record them in "Other Observations".

Touch your green card but do not name the color.

LOOK AT THE COLOR CARD I AM TOUCHING. NOW LOOK AT ALL OF YCURTOLOR

CARDS. DO YOU HAVE CNE JUST LIKE IT?

If the child does not spontaneously point to his card, then say:

PUT YOUR FINGER ON THE COLOR CARD OP YCURS THAT IS JUST LIKE THIS ONE.

If pupil does not understand directs or touches experimenter's card

rather than his own, say:

PUT YOUR FINGER ON ONE CP taitSE COLOR CARDS (pointing to his set) THAT

IS JUST LIKE THIS ONE (the one I =touching).

Proceed in the order listed in the scoring sheets.

When Matching is completed, remove tester's set of color cards from table,

and start color Naming.

Naming Colors

Point in order to the color cards, starting with orange, and say:

CAN. YOU TELL ME THE NAME OF 'nib COLORS?

WHAT COLOR IS ThiS?

AND THIS ONE?

When Naming is completed, leave color cards set up as they were for Naming

and start Identification of colors.

Identifying Colors

MID YOU GIVE ME THE RED CARD?

Proceed, using order listed in the scoring sheet.



Scoring

Scoring for each of the above subtests on Color was accomplished on

forms in which one column listed the colors to be tested. Three other

columns were provided: one to be checked if the response was correct, one

if the response was incorrect, and one if there was no response in reply to

tl.e question asked.

GEOMETRIC SHAPES

Matching Shapes was included in all kindergarten pretests and in

the posttest for the kindergarten children in Chula Vista. Naming

and Identifying Shapes were administered to all groups, kinder-

garten and f-rst grades, in every inv:antory.

Matcl_g_z_n Shapes

I HAVE SOME SHAPES HERE.

I AM GOING TO PUT THEM ON THE TABLE.

Place the set of shapes in front of you. Arrange from your left to right:

square, circlel, rectangle, triangle (with vertex toward the tester).

NOW I AM GOING TO PUT Saa ON THE TABLE FOR YOU, TOO.

Place the set of shapes, including the L-shaped region, from your left to

right: rectangle, triangle, L-shape (orient L-shape to read as an L to

child), square, circle.

Touch your circle but do not name it.

LOOK AT TIM SHAPE I .AM TOUCEMG.

PUT YOUR FINGER ON TBE SHAPE IN YOUR SET THAT IS JUST LIKE THIS ONE.

If child does not respond, or touches experimenterts shapes, say:

PUT YOUR FINGER ON OE OF THESE SHAPES (pointing to childts set) THAT

IS JUST LIKE THIS ONE (pointing to your circle).

Proceed with square) triangle) rectangle,.

Nagisrag Shapes

Leave shapes set up as they were for Matching.

CAN YOU TELL ME THE NAMES OF THE SHAPES?

WHAT IS THIS? (pointing to square in the childts set).
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AND THIS? (pointing to triangle in the childts set).

THIS? (pointing to rectangle in the child's set).

WHAT IS THIS? (pointing to circle in the childts set).

Identifying.Shapes

Leave shapes set up as they were for Matching and Naming.

WOULD YOU GIVE ME TME TRIANGULAR SHAPE?

WOULD YOU GIVE ME TME RECTANGULAR SHAPE?

NOW THE CIRCULAR SHAPE.

AND NOW THE SQUARE.

AND THE L-SHAPE.

Scoring

Scoring for Geometric Shapes was similar to that for Color. A column

each was provided for listing of the shape tested, for correct response,

incorrect response; and for no response.

OMER SYMBOLS

Writing and Identifying Number Symbols were administered to all

groups and in every inventory. Naming Number Symbols was given

only to the first grade children in the posttest.

Naming Number Symbols

I HAVE SCME CARDS HERE.

Shaw child the cards of Set I so that he can see the numerals.

TIM CARDS HAVE NUMERALS ON THEM. THIS ONE HAS A 2 ON IT. WIWI SHOW

YOU A CARD, YOU TELL ME: WHAT NUMERAL IS ON IT.

Show the child the next card and say:

WHAT NUMERAL IS THIS?

Continue in the order marked on the scoring sheet. Stop after two con-

secutive errors.

Identifying Ntmber SyMbols

I HAVE SOME ENVELOPES HERE. (First grade posttest used cards with

printed numerals instead.)
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Show envelope so that child can see numerals.

THIS ONE HAS SOME BUTTONS INSIDE. THIS (pointing to the numeral) TELLS

US HOW MANY BUTTONS ARE INSIDE. THIS ONE HAS A 2 ON IT. IT HAS TWO

BUTTONS IN IT.

Place envelopes marked 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 randomly on the table in front

of child so that all the numerals can be clearly seen, and say:

GIVE ME THE ONE THAT HAS BUTTONS INSIDE.

Continue, asking for 1 and 4 Remove these envelopes.

If, after these trials, it is clear that the pupil cannot recognize the

symbols, do not proceed.

If the child has been successful on one trial, randomly spread envelopes

marked 0 , 2,5,6,7,8,9 on the table and proceed.

GIVE ME THE ONE THAI' HAS 2 BUTTONS INSIDE.

Continue in the order marked on the scoring sheet.

Writing Nudber Symbols

This task was given at the same time as for Counting (Objects); the

directions for both tasks are given belaw.

LETIS PUT SOME BUTTONS Iff THESE BOXES.

Place a heap of buttons in front of the child and give him a box.

WILL YOU PUT TWO BUTTONS IN THE BOX? I WILL WRITE A 112" ON THIS CARD.

Write a 112" on the card, shaw child, and place it in the box with buttons.

NOW WE WILL KNOW HOW MANY BUTTONS ARE IN IT.

Place another box in front of child and say:

WOULD /TU PUT THREE BUTTCUS IN THE BOK? (Pause.) WOULD YOU LIKE TO

WRITE A "3" ON THIS CARD?

Give child crayon and pad if he is willing to try. If not, write it yourself.

Continue in the order listed on the scoring sheets. Stop after child has

made two consecutive errors in counting.

Remove materials from table before beginning next section.
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Scoring

On the scoring sheet, for each of these assessments, a sequence of

numerals was repeatedly displayed in three rows. The tester was to circle

the numeral in the first row if the numeral was nained (iden'Afied, vritten)

correctly. If named (identified, written) incorrectly, that numeral was

circled in the second raw; and if no attempt was made, in the third raw.

COMING

Counting (Objects) was given to all groups in every inventory

except in the posttest for the first grade. Counting (Pictures)

and Rote Counting by Ones were included in all forms for each

inventory. Rote Counting by Tens was given only in posttest for

the first grade children.

9blects

This task was given at the sane time as for Writing Number Symbols..

For the specific directions, refer to the foregoing section.

Pictures

Place aard in front of the child and say:

HOW MANYMEMBERS ARE THERE IN. THIS SET?

If no response, say:

BM' MANY DRAWINGS ARE THERE ON THIS CARD?

Continue in the order and with the position of the card as marked on the back

on each card.

Stop after the child has made two consecutive errors in counting.

Rotely Ones

WILL YOU COUNT FOR ME?

*Luse, if no response, say:

START AND THEN YOU GO aw. 1, 2.

Pause. If still no response, say:

ONE . . WHAT COMES NEXT?

Stop the child when he reaches "100" .
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Rote by Tens

WILL YCU COUNT BY TENS FOR ME?

Pause, if no response, say:

TILL START AND THER YOU CTO ON. 10 1 20 .

Pause. If still no response, say:

TEN . . . WHAT COMES NEXT?

Stop the child when he reaches 200.

Scoring

In scoring for Counting (Objects), a fora was provided in which the

number of buttons to be counted was listed in the first column. One column

was provided for checking if the number of buttons was counted correctly,

and one fo- checking if incorrectly counted.

For Counting (Pictures), numerals 1 through 8 were displayed

corresponding to the Card Number. If the number of objects on a card were

counted correctly, that card number was to be circled.

For Rote Counting by Ones, a display of numerals 1 through 100 was

provided. Numbers omitted in the counting were to be circled and the last

number counted was identified by placing the mark x on that numeral. The

same system was used on Bote Counting by Tens with a display for 10 through

200 given in intervals of tens.

PLACE VALUE

AdminIstE:ed only in posttest for first grade children.

Naming Place Value

Arrange the seven bundles of 10 ,aste sticks in front of you and say:

EACH CIF THESE BUNDVES HAS TEN PASTE STICKS.

Place two bundles of sticks in front of child and say:

HOW MANY STICKS DO YOU HAVE?

If'child says two tens, record this in comments column, and say:

DO YOU KNOW ANOTHER NAME FOR TWO TENS?

Remove these bundles. Place five bundles of sticks in front of child and

say:

HOW MANY STICKS DO YOU HAVE?
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If child says five tens, record this in comments column, and say:

DO YOU KNOW ANOTHER NAME FOR FIVE TENS?

Repeat for six bundles and three bundles, and then proceed as follows.

Place three bundles and five single sticks in front of child and say:

HOW MANY STICKS DO YOU HAVE?

If child says three tens and five more or samething equivalent, record in

comments cOlumn and say:

DO YCU KNOW ANOTHER NAME FOR THIS?

Remove sticks and repeat with: 5 bundles and 7 ;

2 bundles and 4 ;

4 bundles and 7 ;

1 bundle and 9 ;

7 bundles and 5

Forming Place Value

Mace the sticks in front of child: the ten bundles of ten in one heap

toward child's left and the ten single sticks in another heap to child's

right and say:

USING THE BUNDLES CF TEN AND THE SINGLE STICKS, MAKE A SET OF

SIXTEEN. STICKB.

When this task is complete, give child the crayon and pad and say:

WRITE THE NUMERAL 16 ON THIS PAD.

Note: This is given in the first grade in lieu of Writing Numbe,

Symbols task that follaws Counting (Cbjects) in the other inventories.

Replace the sticks in their correct heaps, and repeat in the order listed on

the scoring sheet.

Scoring

Scoring on both of these tasks was accomplished by circling on the

given lists the place value nudbers correctly named or formed.
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ORDINAL NUMBERS

This portion of the test was administered Jo the kindergarten

children in the final inventory and to the first grade children

in both pretest and posttest. The same vocabulary was tested:

first, second, third, fourth, fifth, last. Only the sequencing

of the numbers varied between pretest and posttest.

HERE ARE SOME TRUCKS AND SOME MARBLES. I AM GOING TO LINE UP THE

TRUCKS LIEE THIS.

Line up trucks with cabs of trucks at an angle toward pupil's right. (Five

trucks were lined up with the front of each truck pointing toward the pupil

along a diagonal frau the testergs lower right to his upper left.)

Hand child a marble. Say:

WOULD YOU PUT THIS MARBLE IN TIIE FIRST TRUCK?

WOULD YOU PUT THIS MARBLE IN THE THIRD TRUCK?

Then say:

WOULD YOU PUT THIS MARBLE IN THE FIFTH TRUCK?

Proceed with fourth, first, last, second, fourth, in this order. When this

task is completed, have child help in placing more marbles in the trucks so

that there are three marbles in each truck.

GIVE ME ONE OF THE MARBLES FRCM TIM THIRD TRUCK.

NOW GIVE ME CUE FRCM THE FIFTH TRUCK.

Proceed with fourth, second, last, third, first, fifth.

Scoring

Scoring was done on forms in which the first column listed the numbers

to be tested in the prescribed sequence. A column each was provided for

checking off mtether the response was correct or inco=ect.

In briefing the testers, it was suggested that the first two responses

be pencilled in along the item listing at first. With five trucks in a raw,

it is not clear whether the child might be incorrect because he used the

wrong reference point, identifying the fifth truck as the first, and so on.

From the third item on, it should then be clear which truck was considered

by the child to be the first truck, and the scoring was to be on the basis

of the child's reference point.
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PAIRING

Administered only to first grade children and only in final

inventory.

IIME IS A PAPER (page 1) WITH A SET OF PICTURES ON ONE SIDE oF THE LINE.

Point to set on child's left side of the paper.

DO YOU SEE THE LINE?

Wait for affirmative response.

AND HERE IS ANCTHER SET OF PICTURES ON THE OTHER SIDE aF THE LINE.

Point to set on child's right side of paper.

I WANT YOU TO PAIR THE MEMBERS OF THIS SET (pointing to drawings on

child's left) WITH THE MEMBERS OF THIS SET (pointing to drawings on

the child's right side of the line).

Hhnd child the pencil. If no response, say:

USE THE PENCIL TO PAIR THE MEMBERS.

When the child has finished, say:

TURN THE PAGE AND DO THE SAME WITH THE SETS ON THIS PAGE (rointing

to page 2). PAIR THE MEMBERS OF THESE SETS (pointing to sets on the

left and right of the page).

When child has finished page 21 say:

HERE IS ANCTHER PAGE (pointing to page 3). PAIR THE MEMBERS OF THE

SETS.

When child has finished page 31 say:

AND ONE MCRE (pointing to page 4). PAIR THE MEMBERS OF THE SETS'.

In scoring this section, comment whether child paired similar members first.

Also note if child stops after pairing only one pair of members and must be

told to pair other members.

Scoring

On the scoring sheet, three rows of the numerals 1 through k referred

to the page number on the Pairing sheet. The numeral on the first row was to

be circled if the sets on that page were paired correctly. The second row

vas for attempt made on that page, with the pairing incorrect; the third row

vas for no attempt.
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BUIVALENT SETS

This task:was administered _ally in the final inventory for each

group, kindergarten.and first grade.

Heap the buttons to the child's left. Place the sheet of construction paper

in front of him.

I AM GOING TO sax YOU SONE CARDS WITH BUTTONS OR DRAWINGS ON THEM.

Show the child Card 1 Place it above his sheet of paper, and say:

Uff THIS SHEET (point to his construction paper) MAKE A SET WITH THE

BUTTONS) WHIM IS EQUIVALENT TO THIS SET (poiriiihg to the number card).

If child does not respond, say:

NAM A SET WITH YOUR BUTTONS ON THIS SHEET (point to construction paper)

THAT HAS THE SAME NUMBER OF MEMBERS AS MY SET HAS (point to your number

card).

Pause after child finishes, and remove buttons fran his paper to the side of

the table each time. Continue with the number cards in the order and :position

as marked on the back of each card.

Have on the table only the number card for which the child is constructing

an equivalent set. Keep all other number cards off the table.

Stop after the child has made two consecutive errors in constructing sets.

Scoring

(Check two columms for each card)

Equivalent set formed by:

Card Correct

(I)

Incorrect

(I)

(I)
Copying
pattern

(I)
Counting

(I)
Other

(Explain)

I

II
III
IV

VI _
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The form reproduced on the preceding page shows the procedure used for

scoring Equivalent Sets. As noted in the instructions, each card was to be

checked twice. One check was to be made to the left of the double line to

indicate whether the task was accomplished correctly; another to the right

of the double line to indicate the method by which the child arrived at his

pairing regardless of whether it was done correctly.

VOCABULARY

This assessment was made on the Chula Vista kindergarten posttest,

all other kindergarten pretests and posttests, and all first grade

pretests. Visual Recognition (Objects and Pictures) were used in

the Chula Vista pretest in lieu of the assessment for Vocabulary.

The same vocabulary was tested in both pretest and posttest for the

kindergarten groups. With the exception that the words, "left" and

"right" were not included in the first grade inventory, the vocabu-d

lary was the same as that in the kindergarten tests.

The specific directions presented below were those used in the

final inventory for the Chula Vista kindergarten 'children.

Vocabulary Directions

1. Behind

. Above

Hand child 1 block.

CAN YOU PUT MIS BLOCK BEHIND YOU?

If child. does not respond., say:

CAN YOU PUT THIS BLOCK BEHIND YOUR BACK SO THAT I

CAN'T SEE IT?

WOW HOLD THE BLOCK ABOVE YOU.

If child does not respond, say:

CAN YOU HOLD THAT BLOCK ABOVE YOUR HEAM

Hand child 4 blocks.

WILL YOU BUILD A TOWER ON THE PAPER WITH UtESE

BLCCKS?

If child does not start, say:

STACK THEM UP LIEE THIS.

And start stacking blocks. Stack 2 and tell child:

YOU GO AHEAD AND PUT THE BLCCEB ON Z7F TOWER.

7f child has difficulty, don't push him; help him build

the tower.
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4. Each

5. Remove

6. Set

7. More than

Directions

When tower is built, say

NOW I AM GOING TO BUILD TWO MORE TOWERS.

Build two more 4-block towers in a row on the paper next

to the child's tower with a 3-inch separation between

each two.

WHICH IS THE TOWER BETNEEN OTHERS?

CAN YOU TOUCH EACH TOWER?

ALL RIGHT, NOW I WANT YOU TO REMOVE THE BLOCKS

FRa4 THE PAPER.

Put all blocks in a heap at the side of the table to

your right. Have your pen or pencil and, papers on the

table. Place the sheet of construction paper in front

of the child.

NOW, I WANT YOU TO MAKE A SET RIME ON THE PAPER.

Point to the construction paper.

Any collection of objectsblocks, pencils, etc., placed

on the paper is acceptable.

If child does not respond, say:

PUT A SET 47 THESE CIIJECTS (pointing to objects) ON

THIS PAPER (pointing to sheet of paper).

Place two pieces of construction paper, with 3 inches

between the two sheets, in front of the child.

HERE ARE TWO SHEETS ZY PAPER. I AM GOING TO PUT

Sae BLOCKS ON THIS SHEET OF pAPER.

Place three blocks on sheet to your right.

YOU PUT MORE BLOCKS ON, YOUR PAPER (pointing to

empty sheet) THAN I PUT ON Tt (pointing to your

sheet).

If child cannot do this .. 3k, place five blocks on

empty paper, say:

NOW, WHICH PAPER HAS NORE BLOCKS ON IT THAN THE

OTHER PAPRR?

C3

0
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Vocabulary

8.- As many as

FeWer than

10. Join

11. Below ,

Directions

If child does not respond, say:

WHICH OF THESE PAPERS (pointing to the two sheets)

HAS mom BLOCKS ON IT?

Leave the two sheets of paper in front of the child.

Have blocks heaped at the side of the table. Place 4

blocks on paper to your right.

I AM PUTTING SOME BLOM ON THIS PAPER. YDU PUT

AS MANY BLOCKS ON THIS PAPER (pointing to empty

sheet) AS I HAVE PUT CO THIS PAPER (pointing to

sheet.with blocks on it).

Leave the two sheets DI* paper in front of the child.

Have all the blocks heaped at the side of the table.

Place 5 blocks on the paper to your right.

I HAVE A SET OF BLOCKS 6. THIS PAPER (pointing to

the paper with blocks) . YOU PUT A SET WITH FEWER

BLCCKS THAN THIS (again pointing to paper with

blocks) HERE (pointing to empty sheet).

If child does not respond, say:

PUT FEWER BLOCKS ON THIS PAPER THAN I HAVE PUT ON

THIS PAPER.

If child still cannot do the task, score as "not

attempted" and place three blocks on the empty sheet.

JCEff THESE TWO SETS OF BLOCKS.

If child doesnot respond, say:

CANYOU JOIN THIS SET OF BLOCEE (pointing to blocks

on paper to your left) TO THIS SET ap BLOCKS

(pointing'to blocks on pxper to your right)?

In scoring thi item, comment wtmther child moved blocks

from his left to right, his right to left, or both sets

tO the middle.

Hand child 1 .block.
.

CAN YOU HCCD THAT BLOCK BELOW YCUR CHIN?

If child does not respond, say:

CAN YOU POINT TC# YOUR CHIN?

If child cannot correctly point to his chin, hold your
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Vocabulary Directions

hand, palm dawn, over the table at the height of the

child's chin, and say:

CAN-YOU BK6D THE BLOCK BIRLOWYer HAND?

12. Left Place 1 block on the table in front of the child.

CAN-NUB= THE BLOCK IN YOUR LEFT BAND?

13. Outside Make a

blocks,

rectangular-shaped construction; using 10
- .

in front of the child.

1111111111,11111110111111

I AM BUILDING A WALL. CAS YOU PUT 11-iiS BLOCK -

OUTSIDE-THE WALL?-

Hand the child 1 block.

14. Inside --10T PUT THAT BLOCKINSIDE`-THE:WALL.

15. On PUT lat BLOCK ONTO WALL:

16.- Right Place 1 block on the table in front of 'the child.

CAN YOU HOLD THE BLOCKIN YOUR RIGHT HAND?

Scoring

Scoring for this asseszment consisted of entries in a chart with the
-

vocabulary being tested listed in one column and with additional columns for
. -

checking according to whether the response vas correct or-incorrict. -As with

other tasks, space was provided for comments,for each item in the assessment:

ORDERING AND CLASSIFYING

Assessments for Ordering and Classifying were made on all forms

and for every group except for the initial inventory.of the Chula

Vista kindergarten classes.
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Part 1.

In the pretest, the forms for the kindergarten and for the first

grade were different; the classification tasks for the first

grade being along two or more dimensions, while some classifying

required of the kindergarten children were along one dimension

(for example, color), and some were along more than one dimension

(for example, simultaneously by size and shape).

The posttest for this section of the kindergarten inventory was

identical to the one for the first grade. This assessment was an

extension of the initial inventories both in length and complexity.

As an indication of the kinds of tasks required in the Ordering

and Classifying section, the assessment for the kindergarten pre-

test is reproduced below. Items aimed at assessing ordering only

or classifying only are intermixed with those assessing both

ordering and classifying. In the specific directions to follow,

identification of the particular type of assessment will be

indicated accordingly within brackets, [ ]

Spread out the geometric shapes of Set I randomly in front of the child so

that all are visible.

HERE ARE SOME SHAPES OR REGIONS. =FIND ALL Ta TRIANGLES, AND FUT

THEM HERE (pointing to the child's right).

Count the number the child fiLds and record [classifying]. If child does not

respond, say: -

SHOW ME A TRIANGLE. (Pause.) NOW PUT ALL TEE TRIANGLES OVER HERE

(pointing to the childts right).

If child still cannot identify a triangle, point to one of the middle-sized

triangles, and say:

THAT IS A TRIANGLE.

Be certain to write down in comments on the score sheet if it is necessary

for you to identify the triangle for the child.

Count the number the child finds and record.

Add any triangle *the child has overlooked to his set of triangles. If child

has included shapes other than triangles in his set, note number and shape

of these in comments on the score sheet.
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Remove all the shapes except the 4 triangles from the table, and say:

CAN YOU PUT THESE (pointing to triangles) IN A LINE SO THAT THEY GO

FRCM THE SMALLEST TO TEE LARGEST? [ordering]

GIVE ME THE SMALLESrP TRIANGLE. [ordering]

Part 2.

Spread out the geometric shapes of Set II randomly in front of the child

so that all are visible.

HERE ARE SOME OTHER SHAPES. HAND ME al, SHAPES THAT ARE CIRCLES AND

YELLOW.

Be certain to write down in comments if other shapes were included [classi-

fying]. Nbte the shape and color of noncircular shapes included in the set.

Note if other-colored circles were included.

Count the number of yellow circles the child finds and record. Add any

yellow circle the child has overlooked. Remove all shapes except the 4

yellow circles from the table, and say:

CAN YOU PUT THESE (pointing to the circles) IN .A. LINE SO THAT THEY GO

FROM THE SMALLEST TO THE LARGEST? [ordering]

GIVE ME THE SMALLEST CIRCLE. [ordering]

ParE

Spread out the sh6.2es of Set III randomly in front of the child so that

all are visible.

HERE ARE SOME OTHER SHAPES OE REGICGS.

THERE ARE 4 DIFFERENT SHAPES IN THE SET. (Point to one of each shape.)

GIVE ME THE SMALLEST ONE OF EACH DIFFERENT SHAPE. [ordering and classi-

fying]

If child does not respond, say:

MAEE A SE2ARATE PILE FOR EACH SHAPE. (Point again to one of each shape.)

THEN GIVE ME THE SMALLEST OF EACH SHAPE.

Be certain to note in comments if it is necessary to tell the child to do this.

Note in comments if error was made, which smallest shape was omitted or if

any larger ones were included. [ordering]
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Scoring

For each of the three parts in Ordering and Classifying, the scoring

consisted of charts in which the number of objects to be sorted,

triangles in Parb 1,

yellow circles in Part 21

smallest member of each shpe in Part 31

was identified by circling the appropriate numeral, 0 through 4 .

Another entry in Parts 1 and 2 recorded whether the child ordered

fran smallest to largest correctly/ and another entry (also in Parts 1

and 2 ) recorded whether the child handed the smallest object (trianglej

circle) correctly. For Part 3 , the tester was asked to indicate the 'kind

of errormade in sorting if an error was made. Alternatives provided here

listed possibilities of a shape being omitted and of a larger shape being

included with the set of "smallest of each shape".



APPENDIX C

Interitem Reliability

For a determination of interitem reliability, the Kuder-Richardson

coefficient of equivalence was calculated for each item. These results

are displayed in the table below.
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